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Abstract
We present here a large family of concrete models for Girard and
Reynolds polymorphism (System F ), in a non categorical setting. The
family generalizes the construction of the model of Barbanera and Be-
rardi [2], hence it contains complete models for Fη [5] and we conjecture
that it contains models which are complete for F . It also contains sim-
pler models, the simplest of them, E2, being a second order variant of
the Engeler-Plotkin model E . All the models here belong to the continu-
ous semantics and have underlying prime algebraic domains, all have the
maximum number of polymorphic maps. The class contains models which
can be viewed as two intertwined compatible webbed models of untyped
λ-calculus (in the sense of [8]), but it is much larger than this. Finally
many of its models might be read as two intertwined strict intersection
type systems.
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1 Introduction.
Girard’s System F [16], which is the fragment of λ-calculus which can be con-
trolled by second order propositional logic, dates back to [14],[15]. It was redis-
covered independently by Reynolds [29] in a Computer Science setting, where it
is also called polymorphism. In this paper we assume that the reader is familiar
with the syntax of F, as presented in [16].
We present here a rather general family of concrete models for System F,
which are based on prime algebraic domains and continuous functions, differ
from previous models, and for which the interpretation of second order quan-
tification is transparent and requires no functorial notion. In fact working with
a particular model requires no category theory at all.
This concrete family generalizes the construction of the model of Barbanera
and Berardi [2], called here the BB-model for short, which was shown to be
complete for Fη in [5] and was indeed the first nonsyntactic complete model
exhibited for this system. It also contains simpler models. The simplest model,
called E2 here, is based on Engeler-Plotkin’s model E [12],[28], which will be
called here “Engeler’s model” for short.
We then compare the present class with the models proposed previously for
F , at least with those models for which, from our point of view, comparison
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makes sense. This comparison supposes some familiarity with those previously
known models.
Which kind of models are the models presented here ? As already
mentioned, the models here belong to the continuous semantics and they are
built within the category of prime algebraic domains.
Within each model there are domains Types and Terms, where F -types
and F -terms are interpreted, and second-order quantification ranges of course
over Types. Furthermore the domain ∀X.F (X), which interprets quantification
relative to a morphism F :Types → Types, contains all morphisms f :Types →
Terms such that f(X) ∈ F (X). Such models will be called polymax in the
sequel, to remind us that they do not constrain polymorphic maps more than
strictly necessary for modelling F (a useful formal definition of “polymax” is
proposed in section 2.1, which however does not pretend to cover all intuitively
polymax models). By polymorphic map we understand any element of a domain
∀X.F (X),which is in turn called a (semantic) polymorphic type.
Restricting polymorphic types is often considered as desirable for studying
terms as programs (see for example O’Hearn’s survey [26] on parametricity),
but for a general study of polymorphism one has to be more permissive. Hav-
ing no restriction over polymorphic maps was for example crucial for proving
the completeness of the BB-model, and hence the existence of a nonsyntactic
complete model for F.
Note that although all our models can be seen as very rich in polymorphic
maps, they are not equivalent in this respect : for example the BB-model has
“case functions” recognizing whether a semantic type is an arrow or a ∀, but
this is not true of all our models (cf. section 7.1).
Our family contains models which, like E 2, can be viewed as two intertwined
compatible webbed models of untyped lambda-calculus (the same model taken
twice in the case of E2), but this is not the general case : a counter-example is
the BB-model.
Let us now explain what we understand by “webbed models”. This termi-
nology was introduced in [8] for referring to the models of untyped λ-calculus
which 1. were based on a prime algebraic domain D and, 2. could be described
by a pair (W, j), where W was the structured set of the prime elements of D
(its “prime web”) and j was a map making W a reflexive object in an adequate
category of prime webs, the nature of the category depending on the semantics
we are working in. For the continuous semantics, and for our concern, a prime
web is a triple (D,, m) where D is a nonempty set,  is a preorder and m is
a reflexive and symmetric binary relation, both relations being compatible in a
very natural sense (cf. Section 3). Working in the same spirit we get here a no-
tion of webbed models of F . Such a model is describable from an F -web, which
is obtained, roughly speaking, by intertwining two compatible prime webs, one
of which is reflexive.
Similarly as for models of untyped λ-calculus, the relations can all be taken
as trivial and we get then the simplest examples of webbed models of F , E2
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being the simplest of all.
In examples we also isolate the subclass of square models of F. Such a model
arises when the reflexive web can play the two roles, and the simplest example
is once more E2. Starting from a webbed model of untyped λ-calculus it is not
always the case that it will give rise to a square model, but it is often the case
(see Section 5.1).
Roughly speaking prime webs are to (binary) prime algebraic Scott domains
what Scott’s information systems [33] are to Scott domains in the continuous
semantics (cf. also [20]), and prime event structures to DI-domains in the stable
semantics (see for ex. [10]) but, categorically speaking, the situation is less neat
here (remark 3 in section 3.2).
Interest of the present class. The first interest of the class lies in the
simplicity of the interpretations of terms in its models, and the second lies in the
great variety of models that can be built, within a single c.c.c. It is for example
easy to model in our setting the extensions of F considered in [10] (they include
various constructors like product, sum and fixed points); products can even be
already found in the simplest model E2. It is also worth mentioning that all
possible 1 recursive equations on types admit solutions in all our models.
In particular, this class could be a good place to test the possible consistency
of extensions of F, as well as the independence of added axioms and rules 2.
However we can’t really decide this point now since (in contrast to the webbed
models of untyped λ-calculus) it is not clear to us at the moment of writing
whether our webbed models for F can be significantly different from the point
of view of equations between pure F -terms.
Concerning the classical higher-order extensions of F we mention that all our
models can also be viewed as models of Fω and that square models with trivial
coherence (e.g. E2) can be viewed as models of the calculus of constructions
plus “kinds = types”, but this is another story which is developped in [6].
Concerning completeness. In the present framework the construction of the
BB-model appears natural rather than ad-hoc. Moreover our family is the most
natural place to test the feasibility and necessity of the sufficient conditions for
completeness w.r.t. Fη that we gave in [5], and to hierarchize them w.r.t.
easiness (see sections 7.1). Finally it is a natural place to look for complete
models for F, and we suggest a candidate 3.
These models might also prove useful for studying the syntax of F. This
assertion relies on observations made by many authors in the context of webbed
models for untyped λ-calculus 4.
1where “possible” only refers to the obvious limitation that the type constructors occurring
in the equation must exist in the model.
2For a survey of results of this kind obtained with webbed models of untyped λ-calculus
see [8].
3Proving completeness for non extensional models will however require a new idea w.r.t.
the proof in [5], since logical relations cannot distinguish between elements with the same
applicative behaviour, and, hence, between two η-equivalent terms.
4See [8] for a survey, and for a direct use of webbed models in such matters.
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Finally, an open question raised in [30] is whether a domain theoretic model
of parametric polymorphism exists. A variant of this question (cf. [26]) is
whether a cpo model of polymorphic λ-calculus can be modified to be paramet-
ric. Once more the present class could prove useful, since the simplicity of some
of its models should allow easier manipulations.
Polymax models. To describe the way in which our models indeed model
F , we could have used the transparent abstract definition of models that we in-
troduced in [5]. We prefer to use here a variant, which is a little more general
and gives an explicit role to a constant types which is relevant for practical
constructions. Both variants cover only polymax models. The one proposed
here covers all known concrete polymax models, namely : all universal retrac-
tion (u.r.) models, whether continuous or stable, all trivial models of F (which
interpret F -terms in a model of untyped λ-calculus, by forgetting all typing con-
siderations), and finally all the continuous models that we build in this paper.
The definition of [5] excludes those u.r. models which are not based on projec-
tions or closures. The difference between these definitions is the following (in a
domain setting): in [5] we were working with a domain Types whose elements
were subdomains of Terms, while here we only require that Types is a family
of subdomains of Terms indexed by a domain types. 5
If the indexing is 1-1, which is the case with our models, then this definition
is equivalent to the first one and furthermore types can then be eliminated,
which leaves us with the exact definition of [5]. When the indexing is not 1-1
syntactic types must be interpreted in types. When the indexing is 1-1 Types
can be given a structure isomorphic to types and the interpretation of types can
then also be done in Types.
Examples of non (intuitively) polymax models are : PER and realizability
models, Girard’s stable model and its CGW continuous or stable variants; these
models will be briefly discussed in the sequel.
Axiom C. A convenient, but rather coarse, indicator of the richness in
polymorphic maps is the Axiom (Scheme) C isolated by Longo-Milsted-Soloviev
in [21]. Axiom (Scheme) C is the set of equations t∀α.στ = t∀α.στ ′, for all F -
types τ , τ ′, σ such that α is not free in σ, and for all F -terms t∀α.σ. Thus
C asserts that constant polymorphic types only contain constant polymorphic
maps.
Obviously a nontrivial polymax model can’t satisfy C (were trivial only
means here that Types is a singleton), in particular our continuous models
will not satisfy C. In fact none of the models mentioned below that belong
to the continuous semantics will satisfy C, with the exception of PER and
realizability models (when built on a partial combinatory algebra which belongs
5For webbed models types is a domain whose elements are webs and the elements of Types
are the domains generated by these webs. In the case of universal retraction models types
is a domain of retractions, of some fixed domain M, while the elements of Types are the
subdomains of M whose underlying sets are the ranges of these retractions. Thus using types
will allow to refer, when useful, to a lower level of the resulting polymax model.
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to the continuous semantics). These last models have constant polymorphic
maps.
Comparison with Girard’s and CGW-models. Girard’s categorical
model [16] belongs to the stable semantics and quantifies over qualitative do-
mains. The continuous CGW-model [11] is its adaptation to the continuous
semantics, and there is finally a stable CGW model, which follows the same
lines and replaces qualitative domains by DI-domains [10]. The three models
are extensional (models of Fη). None is polymax and the two stable models
satisfy C. These models also encode morphisms (and functors) via traces, but
they are much more constrained that our models, even in the stable case. The
advantages of Girard’s and CGW’s models are mainly conceptual.
The first one is that in their setting second order quantification ranges over
all (qualitative, DI- or Scott-) domains. But the price to pay for this universality
is that there are heavy categorical conceptual tools to digest before just being
able to interpret a type or a term, and we doubt that it is really possible to
work with such models. One can also note that, as a consequence, one has at
most one model in each c.c.c., in sharp contrast to our setting.
In fact the work in Girard (and CGW) shows that quantifying over a domain
of finite domains (instead of the whole class of domains) would be sufficient.
However such reduction would have no interest in their settings since functorial
constraints would remain necessary. As a matter of fact functors are also used
in Girard (in connection with stability) to restrict very strongly the interpre-
tation of polymorphic types, and a similar but weaker restriction occurs in the
continuous CGW.
Having a smaller interpretation of (some basic) polymorphic types is indeed
the second advantage of these models; one can note however that none of them
is parametric.
Girard’s and CGW’s models are trivially incomplete for Fη, since there are
types σ (such as ∀α.α) which they interpret as singletons (hence the model
satisfies xσ = yσ). Another argument, which only works in the stable case, is
that they satisfy Axiom C. By contrast many of our models are complete for
Fη (cf. Section 7.1).
There is no similar class in the stable semantics. We developped
our models in the continuous semantics. It was very natural to hope for an
analogous class in the stable semantics. Unfortunately, and surprisingly, this is
not possible, and we will see why in Section 6. It is easy to see, indeed, that
our method, when worked out in the stable semantics, forces axiom C (which
is rather orthogonal to being polymax, but is certainly pleasant). But, then,
it is not very difficult to show that having a genuine model of F would lead
us to adopt a much more stringent condition than axiom C, somewhat similar
to Girard’s one, and the resulting model(s) would probably be as complex as
Girard’s one. In other words, our models can be seen as a drastic simplification
of the continuous CGW model, but there is no such simplification in the stable
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case.
Comparing webbed models with u.r. models. Another interesting
connection is the one with universal retraction models or u.r. models, which were
introduced, for the continuous semantics, by D. Scott and McCracken in [31],
[32], [23], [24] and continued by Amadio-Bruce-Longo [1]. In these models terms
are interpreted as elements of a model of the untyped λ-calculus, and types are
interpreted by retractions ranging over a suitable class. The word “universal”
refers to the fact that in these models there is a type of all types. Then Berardi
[4] showed that similar work could be done for the stable semantics, taking this
time the whole class of stable retractions (see [7] for a survey).
We already mentioned that our continuous models are polymax, that this
could not be true for their stable analogues (if any), and that in fact they had
no stable analogues. In contrast u.r. models (exist and) are polymax in both
the continuous and stable semantics.
It is possible to look for a deeper connection and to compare u.r. models
with the square-models of Section 5.1, namely those webbed models arising
from some (webbed) model M of untyped λ-calculus which is used “twice”.
In this case we indeed also interpret both terms and types as elements of M.
Superficially the similarity stops here, since we make no use of any universal
retraction. We however deepen the comparison in Section 7.2 where we show
that the interpretation of types and terms is simpler, and definitely different, in
our setting.
Webbed models vs realizability and PER-models . It is worth to say
a word about realizability and PER models, since these models are successfully
used to study some programming aspects of F , and since Girard’s first model
of F was Troelstra’s realizability model HRO2 ([14],[15],[35]). However these
models are rather orthogonal to ours since, as already mentioned, they realize
few polymorphic maps while ours are polymax6.
A connection with intersection type systems. We end with a brief
connection with intersection type systems. Engeler’s model is transparently
equivalent to a strict intersection type system (called System E in [8], “E” for
Engeler), which is a simplified version of Dezani et al.’s intersection type system
[9]. Like all intersection type systems, System E is based on an intuitionistic
implication and a “set theoretical” conjunction (in fact a finite conjunction is
exactly a finite set in system E) ; strict means here that there is a restriction on
the use of → : only conjunctions which are singletons are allowed on the right
handside of the arrow.
More generally many7 of the webbed models of untyped λ-calculus can be
6In particular the logic defined from any of our models is trivial (from a realizability point
of view).
7“All models”, if we do not insist that the system be recursively presented.
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seen (modulo a straightforward translation) as extensions of system E 8. Sim-
ilarly, the models of system F which are presented here can be seen as an
intertwined pair of compatible extensions of system E (each with its own notion
of implication, etc.).
Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we give our formal definition of polymax
models, and sketch the proof that they are indeed models of F . Section 3 gives
the preliminaries on prime webs which are needed to understand why most of
the conditions for defining webs for F in Section 4 are indeed unavoidable. In
Section 4 we define these webs and show how they generate models. In Section
5 we give many examples and also raise some questions and conjectures about
their equational theories. In Section 6 we show that our construction has no
analogue in the stable semantics. In Section 7 we discuss three independent side
points : comparison with u.r. models, Fη-completeness, and the role of some of
the practical conditions on F -webs.
2 Polymax models of F.
Preliminaries. We recall that a retraction pair between two objects A, B
of a category is, by definition, a pair (f, g) of morphisms such that g ◦ f = idA.
We then say that A is a retract of B and that f is left invertible.
Given a category Univ whose objects are sets (with additional structure)
and morphisms are (specific) functions we will say that the nonempty object X
is a substructure of the object A if X ⊆ A and, for all pair (C, f) where C is an
object and f a function from C to X, we have that f is a morphism iff i ◦ f is a
morphism, where i is the inclusion map (this implies that i is a morphism). For
example if Univ is a category of Scott domains and continuous functions the
second condition expresses that the order of X is the restriction of that of A,
and that for all nonempty directed subset X ′ of X, the sup of X ′ in X remains
the sup of X ′ in A. In the stable semantics one should add a similar condition
for suitable inf ′ s, and so on.
2.1 Definition of polymax models.
By a polymax model of system F we mean a tuple :
M = 〈Univ, < types, Types, T erms >, <⇒, lbd, apl >, < Q, Lambda, Appl >〉
such that :
1. Univ is a cartesian closed category with enough points [3]. Thus, we may
think that the objects of Univ are real sets (plus additional structure), and
8by addition of sets of (possibly recursive) equations between types, and a possible notion
of subtyping, moreover the use of conjunction can be restricted to sets of compatible types.
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morphisms are real functions. We assume furthermore that the objects of
Univ are nonempty, as sets. The reader can think of Univ as a c.c.c of
Scott domains and continuous functions.
By definition of cartesian closed, Univ is equipped with a cartesian prod-
uct ×, and contains, for each pair of objects (A, B), an object A → B
representing Hom(A, B) and an evaluation morphism evalA,B. For sake
of readability we assume here that Hom(A, B) is the underlying set of
A → B, and that eval is the usual application of a function to its argu-
ment.
2. Terms is an object of Univ.
3. types is an object of Univ.
The elements of types will be denoted D, D′ 9.
4. Types is a family of substructures 10 of Terms, indexed by types.
Its elements will be denoted XD, or simply X.
5. ⇒∈ Hom(types× types, types).
The interpretation of syntactic types will be in types, and ⇒ will interpret
the arrow constructor on syntactic types 11.
6. lbd and apl are indexed by types× types and, for each pair D, D ′,
(lbdD,D′ , aplD,D′) is a retraction pair which makes XD → XD′ a retract
of XD⇒D′ .
The family (lbd, apl) will interpret abstraction over a term variable, and
application of a term to a term.
7. Q ∈ Hom((types → types), types).
Second order quantification will be interpreted by Q, and Q(F ) will also
be denoted ∀D.F (D) for F ∈ types → types.
8. (Lambda,Appl) is a retraction pair which makes types → Terms a retract
of Terms.
Lambda and Appl will interpret abstraction of terms over type-variables
and application of terms to types.
9To fit previous papers or book. This is maybe a little misleading since the D’s are not
domains.
10The authors are grateful to G. Rosolini for noticing that a previous version of point 4 was
oversimplified.
11As mentioned in the introduction, in case the indexing is 1-1, this interpretation can be
transferred to Types (cf. Section 2.3). Note that even in this case the distinction between
“ → ” and “ ⇒ ” will have to be done: in all the concrete examples X → Y and X ⇒ Y can
only be, in the best cases (e.g. extensionality), isomorphic.
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9. For all F ∈ Hom(types, types) we let now HomF (types, T erms) be the
subset of Hom(types, T erms) containing those morphisms f such that
f(D) ∈ XF (D) for all D ∈ types.
Our last requirement is that Lambda sends elements of HomF (types, T erms)
into XQ(F ), and conversely forAppl. The corresponding restriction of the
pair (Lambda, Appl) will be denoted (LambdaF ,ApplF )
12.
Some justifications of the basic technical choices can be found in [5].
Out of any polymax model M for F , and for any assignment ρ of elements
of types to type-variables of F , and of elements of Terms to term variables of
F , in a compatible way, we may define an interpretation [.]ρ of F -types and
F -terms. This is detailed in Section 2.3.
A polymax modelM of F identifies (α)β- convertible terms and α-convertible
types. It identifies η-convertible terms, and is then labelled extensional, if we
ask that (lbd, apl) is a family of inverse isomorphisms, and that (LambdaF , ApplF )
is a pair of inverse bijections. We also say in this case that M is a model of Fη.
It is interesting to make the following observation:
Remark 1 (Models of Fω) Suppose that Q is left-invertible, then the above
interpretation of F extends canonically to an interpretation of Fω [6].
2.2 Extra properties of our models.
In addition to the above properties, all the models we build in Section 4 satisfy:
1. Univ is the c.c.c. of Scott domains (or prime algebraic Scott domains) and
continuous functions.
2. Terms = ∪Types (It is equivalent to be a term or to be an element of a
type) (Lemma 8).
3. Terms ⊆ types (Lemma 8).
4. The indexing D 7→ XD is 1-1, so there is an order on Types which makes
Types a domain isomorphic to types.
5. Q is left invertible, which implies in particular that, all our models, are
models of Fω.
6. There exists a polymorphic “trace function” j : ∀X.∀Y.X ⇒ Y such that
j(X, X, x) = x for all X, x ∈ X (cf. Section 7.1).
Furthermore, many models satisfy:
7. ⇒ is (quasi) left invertible or/and
8. Q is an isomorphism or/and
9. Terms = types and Q = Lambda.
Properties 5,6,7 are interesting in connection with completeness questions
(cf. Section 7.1). Property 8 might be interesting in connection with the ex-
ploration of the possible equational theories of these models, and Property 9 is
12If Univ is some standard ccc of domains, then conditions 8-9 imply that
HomF (Types, T erms) is a retract of XQ(F ), via (LambdaF ,ApplF ). But in general
HomF (Types, T erms) need not be an object of Univ.
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related to the observation that the simplest of our models (including E 2) also
happen to be canonically models of the calculus of construction plus “kinds =
types” [6] (cf. Section 5.1).
Warning. The construction of our models involves two categories, each
with its own notion of morphisms and substructures, namely the category of
Scott domains and, at a lower level, that of prime webs, that we will introduce
later on. We insist on the fact that when we view these models as polymax
models we mean that the ambient category is the upper level one, namely that
Univ is a category of domains. One benefit of this choice, together with our
definition of models from types, is that it allows clean comparisons with other
models, especially with u.r. models (whose webs, if any, are not relevant).
2.3 Interpretation of System F in polymax models.
We assume here familiarity with the syntax of F, as presented in [16].
In the following V artypes and V arterms denote respectively the set of type-
and term- variables, and M is a model in the sense of the previous section.
Interpretation of F -types. As already mentionned, syntactic types will
be interpreted in types. When the correspondence between types and Types is
1-1, as it is the case with most practical models, including the family of this
paper, this interpretation can be transferred to Types. The interest of this
manipulation, which is handled at the end of this section, is that now syntactic
types are directly interpreted as objects of the c.c.c. (domains for example),
that Types can itself be viewed as an object of the c.c.c., and that we can forget
types (cf. also [5]).
Definition 1 A type-environment is a (total) function ρ from V artypes to
types.
Given a type-environment ρ and D ∈ types, we denote by ρ[α : D] the
environment ρ′ defined by : ρ′(α) := D, and ρ′(α) = ρ(α) otherwise.
Then |σ|ρ is defined, for all ρ, by induction on σ :
• |α|ρ := ρ(α)
• |σ → τ |ρ := |σ|ρ ⇒ |τ |ρ
• |∀α.σ|ρ := Q( D 7→ |σ|ρ[α:D]).
Interpretation of F -terms.
Definition 2 An environment (for types and terms) is a partial function ρ
from V artypes ∪ V arterms to types ∪ Terms such that the restriction of ρ to
V artypes is a type-environment and for all term-variables xσ ∈ dom(ρ) we have
ρ(xσ) ∈ X|σ|
ρ
(hence ρ(xσ) ∈ Terms).
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Given an environment ρ, a term-variable xσ and a semantic term v ∈ X|σ|
ρ
,
we denote by ρ[xσ : v] the environment ρ′ which coincides with ρ everywhere
but in xσ, where ρ′(xσ) := v. Given an environment ρ and an element D of
types we define ρ[α : D] as the environment ρ′ such that: dom(ρ′) = dom(ρ)−
{xτ / α is free in τ}, ρ′(α) = D, and ρ′(ξ) = ρ(ξ) for all type or term-variable
ξ ∈ dom(ρ′) which is different from α.
The interpretation of F -terms under all possible environments is by induction
on the complexity of the term t and goes as follows :
• |xσ |ρ := ρ(x
σ)
• |tσ→τuσ|ρ := apl|σ|ρ,|τ |ρ(|t
σ→τ |ρ) (|u
σ| ρ)
• |λxσ.tτ |ρ := lbd|σ|ρ,|τ |ρ (v ∈ X|σ|ρ 7→ |t
τ |ρ[xσ:v] ).
•
∣∣t∀α.στ ∣∣
ρ
:= Appl(
∣∣t∀α.σ∣∣
ρ
) (|τ |ρ)
• |λα.tσ|ρ := Lambda (D ∈ types 7→ |t
σ|ρ[α:D] ).
The fact that this definition is correct mainly uses that Univ is a c.c.c., that
each XD is a substructure of Terms and that our models are polymax. Let us
be a little more precise: to show the correctness of the definition one has, as
usual, to show simultaneously, by induction on the structure of t, that |tσ|ρ is
defined as soon as ρ is defined on the free type or term-variables of t and that
it only depends on the values of ρ on these variables, and that |tσ|ρ ∈ X|σ|ρ
(hence, here, |tσ|ρ ∈ Terms). For this we need here the following lemma and
corollary.
Lemma 3 For all tσ, for all ρ and all α¯, x¯ := xσ11 , ..., x
σn
n such that the follow-
ing makes sense,
(D, v¯) 7→ |tσ|ρ[α¯:D ; x¯:v¯] belongs to Hom( types
l(α¯)×|Xσ1 |ρ×...×|Xσn |ρ , T erms).
The proof is routine, using the fact that we are in a c.c.c. and that we took
enough care with our domains and codomains of morphisms. However it is
worth noting that this is exactly the point where one uses the fact that each
semantic type is a substructure of Terms. Note also that when dealing with the
case of an application of a term to a term it is crucial that we did not constrain
polymorphic maps.
Corollary 4 For all tσ, for all ρ, α, xσ such that the following makes sense:
1. v ∈ X|σ|ρ 7→ |t
τ |ρ[xσ:v] is in Hom(X|σ|ρ , X|τ |ρ)
2. D ∈ types 7→ |tσ|ρ[α:D] is in Hom(types, T erms).
Proof. Both are immediate, but the first one uses the fact that X|τ |
ρ
is a
substructure of Terms.
Then we are able to prove :
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Lemma 5 σ =α τ implies M › |σ|ρ = |τ |ρ for all environment ρ.
t =(α)β u implies M › |t|ρ = |u|ρ for all environment ρ.
If M is extensional, then the last sentence is also true for βη-equivalent terms.
Proof. The proof is once again straightforward; the case of immediate reduc-
tion is done using the fact that all pairs (lbdD,D′ , applD,D′), and (Lambda, Appl)
are retraction pairs (plus the adequate variation for the extensional case).
Interpreting syntactic types in Types. We suppose now that T , defined
by T (D) = XD, is an injective map (from types to Types). Then we can use
T to transfer the structure of types to Types, which becomes then an object
of Univ, while T becomes an isomorphism. In case of domains it is of course
enough to transfer the inclusion order of types to a partial order on Types. We
now define :
X ⇒ Y := T (T −1(X) ⇒ T −1(Y )), so that XD ⇒ XD′ := XD⇒D′ , and
∀X.F (X) := ∀D.(T −1 ◦ F ◦ T )(D)
It is then clear how to modify the preceding interpretation (of types and
terms) in such a way that the types be interpreted by elements of Types instead
of types. In this case we get at the end : |tσ|ρ ∈ |σ|ρ instead of |t
σ|ρ ∈ X|σ|ρ .
3 Preliminaries on prime webs and prime alge-
braic domains.
3.1 Prime webs.
Definition 6 A prime web is a triple W := (D, m,) where D is a nonempty
set, m is a reflexive and symmetric binary relation on D, and  is a preorder
on D, both relations being compatible in the sense that x m y and x′  x and
y′  y imply x′ m y′.
Note that x  y implies x m y.
We consider respectively the relations m and  as trivial if m is Ω× Ω and
 is equality. When dealing with examples in Section 5 trivial relations will not
be written down explicitly.
A subset of D whose elements are pairwise related by m is called a clique
(for m). We will denote by ↓ the downward closure operator w.r.t.  : ↓ a :=
{x / ∃y ∈ a (x  y) } . An equivalent formulation of the compatibility condition
between  and m is that the downward closure of a clique is a clique.
The equivalence relation induced by  on D will be denoted ∼, hence x ∼ y
iff x  y and y  x.
We extend canonically the relations  and m to subsets of D by : a  b iff
↓ a ⊆↓ b, and a m b iff a ∪ b is a clique for m . Finally we let Dmf be the set of
finite cliques of D for m .
From a prime web W := (D, m,) we can define a prime algebraic Scott
domain, namely the ordered set S(W ) := (S↓m(D),⊆), where S↓m(D) is the set
of closed cliques, namely the cliques a of W such that a =↓ a.
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Remark 2 (not used in the sequel). S(W ) is binary in the sense that any set B
of prime elements of the domain is (upper) bounded as soon as its elements are
pairwise bounded. Conversely, from any binary prime algebraic domain (D, 6)
we recover a prime web W(D) just by taking for D the set of prime elements of
D, for  the restriction of 6 to D, and by defining x m y if {x, y} is bounded in
D. The correspondence is such that S(W (D)) is isomorphic to D and W(S(W ))
to W/ ∼ .
3.2 Morphisms.
Definition 7 A morphism from W := (D, m,) to W ′ := (D′, m′,′) is any
map j from D to D′ which satisfies :
1. j is injective,
2. x m y⇐⇒ j(x) m′ j(y),
3. j(x) ′ j(y) =⇒ x  y.
An embedding is a morphism j such that equivalence holds in 3.
An isomorphism is an embedding such that ∀y ∈ D′ ∃x ∈ D ( y ∼′ j(x) ).
Note that in the definition above “morphism” has to be taken in a categorical
sense and not in the algebraic sense (where morphisms have, and only have, to
preserve relations). On the other hand the definition of isomorphism above
is what we need here, and is a little more general than being an invertible
morphism (since j need not be surjective).
Notation. For any function j we let :
j•(u) := { j(x) / x ∈ u } and j•−(u) := {x / j(x) ∈ u } .
If j is a morphism from W to W ′, then S(W ) is a retract of S(W ′), since the
maps i and p defined respectively on S↓m(D) and S↓
′
m
′
(D′) by i(u) :=↓′ (j•(u))
and p(v) =↓ j•−1(v), are obviously continuous and such that p ◦ i = id. We let
S(j) :=↓′ ◦j• and P(j) :=↓ ◦j•−1. These maps are indeed more than continuous:
there are additive in the sense that they commute with all existing unions, and
not only directed ones (since this is already the case with ↓, ↓ ′, j• and j•−1).
If j is an embedding then (S(j),P(j)) is an embedding-projection pair be-
tween domains (i.e. a pair (i, p) such that p ◦ i = id and i ◦ p 6 id).
Finally j is an isomorphism iff S(W ) and S(W ′) are isomorphic under
(S(j),P(j)).
Remark 3 (Not used in the sequel). Thus “morphisms” and “embeddings”
give rise to two categories of prime webs. Since prime webs generate Scott
domains it is natural to relate these categories to those concerning Scott do-
mains. First we note that, since S(j) is indeed more constrained than just being
additive, S cannot be viewed as (half of) an equivalence of categories between
(prime webs, morphisms) and (binary prime algebraic Scott domains, additive
retraction pairs). However (S,W) is, essentially 13, an equivalence of categories
between (prime webs, embeddings) and (binary prime algebraic Scott domains,
13that is “up to ∼ ”.
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additive embedding-projection pairs). A last remark : prime webs are similar to
event structures 14, at least as defined in [25], however the notions of morphisms
that we use for generating continuous models of λ-calculus 15 is more general
than the one proposed in the literature on event structures.
3.3 Subwebs.
We say that W is a subweb of W ′ if D ⊆ D′ and the relations on D are the
restrictions to D of the relations on D ′. If we already know that W and W ′ are
both subwebs of some W ′′, then W is a subweb of W ′ iff D ⊆ D′. Note also
that W is a subweb of W ′ iff D ⊆ D′ and the inclusion is an embedding ; the
corresponding embedding-projection pair (i, p) between S(W ) and S(W ′) will
be called canonical and we have p(v) = v ∩D.
3.4 Exponent.
From two prime webs W := (D, m,) and W ′ := (D′, m′,′), we can define a
prime web
W V W ′ := (Dmf ×D
′, m′′,′′), where
(a, x) ′′ (b, y) ⇐⇒ b  a and x ′ y,
(a, x) m′′ (b, y) ⇐⇒ (a m b ⇒ x m′ y)
It is standard to check that S(W V W ′) is isomorphic to the space S(W ) →
S(W ′) of continuous functions from S(W ) to S(W ′). The intuition behind the
conditions above is that the pairs (a, x) encode the step functions ε↓a,↓x, which
are the prime elements of the latter domain. The isomorphism is realized by :
TrW,W ′(f) :=
{
(a, x) ∈ Dmf ×D
′ / x ∈ f(↓ a)
}
,
where “Tr” abbreviates “trace”, and
Tr−1W,W ′(T )(v) :=
{
x ∈ D′ / ∃a ∈ Dmf a ⊆ v and (a, x) ∈ T
}
where f ∈ S(W ) → S(W ′), v ∈ S(W ) and T ∈ S(W V W ′).
Remark 4 “′′”, as defined above, is a preorder and not a partial order, even
if  and ′ are partial orders. That is the reason why preorders have been
considered from the beginning.
3.5 Retraction pairs for application and abstraction.
Suppose there is a morphism j from W V W ′ to W ′′, then S(W ) → S(W ′) is
a retract of S(W ′′) under the retraction pair (qj , apj) defined by qj := S(j) ◦
TrW,W ′ and apj := Tr
−1
W,W ′ ◦ P(j). Of course j depends on W, W
′, W ′′. One
has to note that our notation is slightly ambiguous, since the same map j can
14Event structures are issued from work of G. Kahn and G. Plotkin on the sequentiality of
λ-calculus. They are used for modelling processes. We are grateful to G. Winskel for useful
pointers to the basic literature on event structures.
15The present definition of morphisms arises from the definition of continuous models of
untyped λ-calculus given in [18] in a more restricted context (such models are called K-models
in section 5).
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happen to be a morphism relatively to distinct triples, and then will give rise to
different pairs (qj , apj)
16. We keep it however since it is very convenient, and
will manage ambiguous occurrences when needed 17.
For further practical uses we make explicit the conditions on j, as well as
the action of the maps apj and qj on their arguments. Thus :
j is an injective map from Dmf ×D
′ into D” satisfying :
j(a, x)  ”j(b, y) =⇒ b  a and x ′ y (∗)
j(a, x) m ”j(b, y) ⇐⇒ (a m b ⇒ x m′ y) (∗∗)
and the values qj(f) and apj(u)(v), for f ∈ S(W ) → S(W ′), u ∈ S(W”),
v ∈ S(W ) are given by :
apj(u)(v) :=↓′
{
x ∈ D / ∃a ∈ Dmf (a ⊆ v and j(a, x) ∈ u)
}
and
qj(f) :=↓′′
{
j(a, x) / a ∈ Dmf , x ∈ f(↓ a)
}
.
Alternatively one could check directly from these definitions that apj and qj
are continuous, have the right ranges, and that they satisfy apj ◦ qj = id, thus
making precise the role of (∗) and (∗∗) 18.
Remark 5 The external “↓ ” in the definition of q or ap can be redundant in
some cases, and then need not be mentioned. This happens obviously for q when
the range of j is ↓-closed, and in particular when j is onto or  is equality
(case of E2); it happens for ap if j is an embedding. This remark will be used
in the examples. If the preorder is trivial then the internal arrows should also
be dropped.
3.6 Reflexive webs and webbed models of untyped λ-calculus.
The category of prime webs admits reflexive objects, namely webs W such that
there is a morphism j from W V W to W. This is a particular case of the
preceding subsection. Then M := (S(W ), qj , apj) is a reflexive object of Univ,
i.e. a model of untyped λ-calculus.
A reflexive web is hence a tuple (W, j) = (D, m,, j) where j is an injective
map from Dmf ×D into D satisfying :
j(a, x)  j(b, y) =⇒ b  a and x  y (∗)
j(a, x) m j(b, y) ⇐⇒ (a m b ⇒ x m y) (∗∗)
The model is extensional iff j is an isomorphism.
In particular a trivial preorder can never give rise to an extensional model 19.
16This happens since it is possible in some cases to vary m′ and m′′ and however keep the
same j. In this case the domains and ranges of qj and apj , will be changed, and hence qj and
apj will be changed too, even if their formal definition remains (superficially) the same.
17This remark indeed concerns all the j
hom
that we will define later on, and which will give
rise, in particular, to two fundamental retraction pairs, namely (Q,AP ) and (Lambda, Appl).
18First (*) forces ap ◦ q = id, second (*) plus the direction ⇒ of (**) force ap(u)(v) to be a
clique ; finally, the direction ⇐ of (**) forces q(f) to be a clique.
19This is not true in the stable semantics (see for example [16] or [19]).
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4 Webbed models for F .
We start from a web of the form :
(Ω, mhom, mcoh,hom,coh, jhom, jhcoh)
where Ω is a set, followed by two reflexive and symmetric relations, two pre-
orders, and two functions.
The relations mhom and mcoh are called respectively homogeneity and co-
herence. We say that a ⊆ Ω is homogeneous (resp. coherent) if its elements
are pairwise homogeneous (resp. coherent). We let Ωhom and Ωhomf denote
the set of homogeneous (resp. finite and homogeneous) subsets of Ω. We let
hcoh abbreviate “homogeneous and coherent”, for example Ωhcoh and Ωhcohf
denote respectively the set of homogeneous and coherent subsets of Ω, and
the set of the finite ones, and similarly for Dhcoh and Dhcohf if D ⊆ Ω, also
mhcoh:=mhom ∩ mcoh . Finally jhom is an injection from Ωhomf × Ω to Ω, and
jhcoh an injection from Ω
hcoh
f × Ω to Ω.
Notations. In the following H denotes, for short, the set of homogeneous
and ↓hom-closed subsets D of Ω, and for any relation r on Ω, rD will denote the
restriction of r to D . We let :
Whom := (Ω, mhom,hom). Thus S(Whom) = (H,⊆)
Wcoh := (Ω, mcoh,coh)
Whhcoh := (Ω, mhcoh,hom). Finally, for all D ∈ H we let:
WD := (D, m
D
coh,
D
coh) = (D, m
D
hcoh,
D
coh).
We will now introduce step by step the constants and constructors we need,
together with the conditions which make things work. At the end we will have
reached a set of 11 conditions, which generalize the three ones which were needed
to have a model of untyped λ-calculus (cf. Section 3.6). These conditions may
look rather technical at first sight but they are quite natural in the light of
the preliminaries of Section 3. They are furthermore easy to fulfill, as show the
examples in Section 5 (the reader might have a look at these models before
proceeding further).
4.1 Definition of Types, types, Q and AP .
Types will be a prime algebraic Scott domain, whose elements are prime alge-
braic Scott domains. Types will be isomorphic to some S(W ) called types, and
hence will be prime algebraic, but Types is not of the form S(W ′).
The first requirements express that (Whom, jhom) is a reflexive prime web
and that Wcoh is a prime web. This implies that WD is a prime web and a
subweb of Wcoh, for each D ∈ H, and that WD is a subweb of WD′ iff D ⊆ D′.
We let XD := S(WD).
We then define types := S(Whom) = (H,⊆).
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We then define Types as the set of all XD, D ∈ H.
It is easy to check that the correspondence between types and Types is 1-1.
Since (Whom, jhom) is a reflexive web, (types, Q, AP ) is a reflexive domain,
where AP := apjhom and Q := qjhom , as defined in section 3.6 (the explicit
definition of Q is recalled in the footnote 20 below). In particular Q is left
invertible : AP ◦Q = idtypes→types.
Written explicitly, the requirements are :
hom and mhom (resp. coh and mcoh ) are compatible (1)
and, for all x, y ∈ Ω and a, b ∈ Ωhomf :
(jhom(a, x) hom jhom(b, y)) =⇒ (b hom a and x hom y) (2)
(jhom(a, x) mhom jhom(b, y)) ⇐⇒ (b mhom a ⇒ x mhom y) (3)
4.2 Definition of Terms.
The next requirement 21 is :
hom⊆coh (4)
Under this condition Whhcoh is a prime web and we define :
Terms := S(Whhcoh).
Lemma 8 1. Terms ⊆ types
2. Terms = ∪Types
3. Each X ∈ Types is a substructure of Terms.
Proof. The first assertion is immediate. For the second one we have to
show that a subset a of Ω belongs to some XD iff a ∈ Ωhcoh and ↓hom a = a.
Suppose a ∈ S(WD), then a is homogeneous and coherent ; if x hom y ∈ a
then x ∈ D since D is ↓hom-closed, and x ∈ a since hom⊆coh and a is
↓Dcoh-closed. Conversely, suppose that a is homogeneous, coherent, and ↓hom-
closed, then a ∈ H and, trivially, a is closed under ↓acoh, hence a ∈ S(Wa). The
third claim is then obvious since X and Terms are both ordered by inclusion,
? 6= X ⊆ Terms, and since X is closed under directed unions.
20Q(F ) :=↓hom
n
jhom(a, x) / (a, x) ∈ Ω
hom
f
× Ω and x ∈ F (↓hom (a))
o
21If none of the preorders were included in the other one, then we should have to use a
variant S◦ of S to build Term out of its prime web (cf. Section 7.3). Moreover the definition
of the various operators is more delicate in the general setting, and might even raise real
problems.
We made the choice hom⊆coh above since this property was true in the BB-model.
By contrast, one can note that there is no technical advantage to ask for mcoh⊆mhom, even
if this would be natural from an intuitive point of view.
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4.3 Definition of ⇒ .
We define ⇒ on types by :
D ⇒ D′ :=↓hom
{
jhcoh(a, x) / (a, x) ∈ Dhcohf ×D
′
}
.
To ensure that this is an element of types it is enough to require that :
for all x, y ∈ Ω and a, b ∈ Ωhcohf :
jhcoh(a, x) mhom jhcoh(b, y) ⇐= (a mhom b and x mhom y) (5)
The continuity of ⇒ in both arguments is then clear.
One can observe that D ⇒ D′ is the natural representative of D V D ′
within Ω and as an element of types : we have D ⇒ D ′ = ↓hom j•hcoh(D V D
′)
and jhcoh is a morphism from WDVD′ to WD⇒D′ .
4.4 Definition of apl and lbd.
We now add :
jhcoh(a, x) coh jhcoh(b, y) =⇒ (b coh a and x coh y) (6)
jhcoh(a, x) mcoh jhcoh(b, y) ⇐⇒ (b mcoh a ⇒ x mcoh y) (7)
These conditions express that the restriction jD,D
′
hcoh of jhcoh to D
hcoh
f × D
′
is a morphism from WD V WD′ to WD⇒D′ , hence XD → XD′ is a retract of
XD⇒D′ . The explicit definition of (lbd, apl), which will be used in examples, is
given in the footnote 22 below.
To have an isomorphism, as required for extensional models, we have to
replace (6) by the two following conditions :
jhcoh(a, x) coh jhcoh(b, y) ⇐⇒ (b coh a and x coh y) (ext-1)
and, for all z ∈ Ω and (a, x) ∈ Ωhcohf × Ω :
z hom jhcoh(a, x) =⇒ ∃(a
′, x′) ∈ Ωhcohf × Ω z ∼coh jhcoh(a
′, x′) (ext-2)
4.5 Definition of Appl and Lambda.
The next condition says that, for all x, y ∈ Ω and a, b ∈ Ωhomf :
jhom(a, x) mcoh jhom(b, y) ⇐⇒ (a mhom b ⇒ x mcoh y) (8)
jhom(a, x) coh jhom(b, y) =⇒ (b hom a and x coh y) (9)
22For D,D′ ∈ H, f : XD → XD′ , u ∈ XD, T ∈ XD⇒D′ .
lbdD,D′(f) =↓
D⇒D′
coh
n
jhcoh(a, x) / (a, x) ∈ D
hcoh
f
×D′ and x ∈ f(↓D
coh
(a))
o
aplD,D′(T, u) :=↓
D′
coh
n
x / ∃a ∈ Dhcoh
f
a ⊆ u and jhcoh(a, x) ∈ T
o
.
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Conditions (8, 2, 3), imply that jhom is a morphism from Whom V Whhcoh
to Whhcoh, hence types → Terms is a retract of Terms, via the retraction pair
(Lambda, Appl) generated by jhom in this context.
It is useful here to give the explicit definition of Q, Lambda, Appl):
For all F ∈ Hom(types, types), f ∈ Hom(types, T erms), D ∈ H and u ∈
Terms:
Q(F ) :=↓hom
{
jhom(a, x) / (a, x) ∈ Ω
hom
f × Ω and x ∈ F (↓hom a)
}
Lambda(f) :=↓hom
{
jhom(a, x) / (a, x) ∈ Ω
hom
f × Ω and x ∈ f(↓hom a)
}
Appl(u)(D) :=↓hom
{
x ∈ Ω / ∃a ∈ Ωhomf a ⊆ D and jhom(a, x) ∈ u
}
Now, there only remains to add two conditions which, together with (9)
above, will allow us to set up the links between HomF (types, T erms) and Q(F ),
for F ∈ Hom(types, types). These two conditions are less easy to justify, and
condition (11) looks rather complicated at first sight. So it is interesting to
have in mind that they are automatically fulfilled if coh is trivial (then hom
is trivial also) and that (11) is also fulfilled when the converse of (9) holds (these
two particular instances will cover all the examples given in Section 5).
z hom jhom(a, x) =⇒ ∃(a
′, x′) ∈ Ωhomf × Ω z ∼hom jhom(a
′, x′) (10)
For x, y ∈ Ω, F ∈ Hom(types, types), D ∈ types, b ∈ Df :

x coh y
x ∈ F (D)
y ∈ F (↓hom b)

 =⇒ ∃a ∈ Df
{
jhom(a, x) coh jhom(b, y)
x ∈ F (↓hom a)
}
(11)
Recall that HomF (types, T erms) is the set consisting of the morphisms
f ∈ Hom(types, T erms) such that f(D) ∈ XF (D) for all D. It is easy to see that
HomF (types, T erms) is the underlying set of a subdomain of types → Terms,
that we will denote by types →F Terms (and which is also a prime algebraic
domain).
Proposition 9 Conditions (3,4,9,10,11) imply that:
1. If f ∈ HomF (types, T erms), then Lambda(f) ∈ XQ(F )
2. If D ∈ types and u ∈ XQ(F ), then Appl(u)(D) ∈ XF (D)
Thus Lambda and Appl induce a retraction pair (LambdaF , ApplF ) between
types →F Terms and XQ(F ).
Before we start the proof let us notice that it is easy to show, from (3) and
from the monotonicity of F, that for all a ∈ Ωhomf and x ∈ Ω we have:
jhom(a, x) ∈ Q(F ) =⇒ x ∈ F (↓hom a) (*)
Proof of Proposition 9. The proof of the first assertion uses furthermore
(9,10,4) and that of the second uses (4,11).
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1. We already know that Lambda(f) is homogeneous and coherent, since it is
an element of Terms. There remains to show that Lambda(f) is a subset
of Q(F ) and that it is closed under ↓
Q(F )
coh . The first assertion is clear from
the definition of Lambda(f), using that f(D) ⊆ F (D) for all homogeneous
D (since f ∈ HomF (types, T erms) ). Suppose now that z ∈ Q(F )∩ ↓coh
Lambda(f). We want to show that z ∈ Lambda(f). From the definition
of Q(F ) there exist a, x such that z hom jhom(a, x) and x ∈ F (↓hom
a). From (10) we have z ∼hom jhom(a
′, x′). Since Q(F ) is ↓hom-closed,
jhom(a
′, x′) ∈ Q(F ), and by (*) x′ ∈ F (↓hom a′). Let z′ ∈ Lambda(f) be
such that z coh z′, and let (c, s) be such that z′ hom jhom(c, s) and
s ∈ f(↓hom c). Now we have jhom(a′, x′) ∼hom z coh z′ hom jhom(c, s).
By (4) and the transitivity of coh we have jhom(a′, x′) coh jhom(c, s),
hence, by (9), x′ coh s and c hom a′. Now, f(↓hom c) ∈ F (↓hom c)
since f ∈ HomF (types, T erms), so f(↓hom c) is closed under ↓
F (↓homc)
coh .
Hence x ∈ f(↓hom c) ⊆ f(↓hom a′). Thus jhom(a′, x′) ∈ Lambda(f) and
z ∼hom jhom(a′, x′) also, q.e.d.
2. We already know that Appl(u)(D) ∈ Terms. So Appl(u)(D) is homoge-
neous, coherent, and ↓hom-closed. There remains to see that it is contained
in F (D), and is ↓
F (D)
coh -closed. Suppose y ∈ Appl(u)(D). Then y hom x
for some x such that jhom(a, x) ∈ u for some a ⊆ D. Now, u ⊆ Q(F ), thus
jhom(a, x) ∈ Q(F ), hence x ∈ F (↓hom a), by (*); so x ∈ F (D). Suppose
now that y ∈ Appl(u)(D) and x ∈ F (D) and x coh y. Since hom⊆coh
by (4) we can assume w.l.o.g. that jhom(b, y) ∈ u. Since u ∈ Q(F ) we have
y ∈ F (↓hom b) by (*). Now, u ⊆ Q(D); by (11) there is an a ∈ Df such
that jhom(a, x) coh jhom(b, y) and x ∈ F (↓hom a). So jhom(a, x) ∈ Q(F ).
Since u is ↓
Q(F )
coh -closed and jhom(b, y) ∈ u, we have jhom(a, x) ∈ u. Hence
x ∈ Appl(u)(D), q.e.d.
The retraction pairs (LambdaF , ApplF ) are pairs of inverse isomorphisms if
the two conditions (9,11) are replaced by the following one condition :
jhom(a, x) coh jhom(b, y) ⇐⇒ (b hom a and x coh y) (ext-3)
(according to Section 3.2 one would expect two conditions here, but the second
one is nothing else than (10)).
Note that (ext-3) implies trivially (11) since in this case it is easy to check
that a = b ∪ {x} is a solution.
4.6 Conclusion.
A web which satisfies the eleven conditions numbered (1) to (11) in the section
above gives rise to a model of F , which belongs to the continuous semantics and
is a polymax model in the sense of Section 2.1.
A web which satisfies the eleven conditions obtained by replacing (6,9,11)
by the stronger set of conditions (ext-1,ext-2,ext-3) gives rise to an extensional
model of F.
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5 Examples.
We present now a few simple and less simple examples. We must confess that, at
present, we know nearly nothing about the equational theories of these examples
(which does not mean that one can say nothing about them). The only thing
we can assert is whether they are extensional or not, since we control this point
when building them. In other words, although our class contains many models,
satisfying a great variety of domain equations, we do not know whether they
are essentially different at the level of term-equations (between pure F -terms)
or not.
What we know is that the class contains many complete models for Fη, since
many of its models will satisfy the conditions in [5]. The class could also contain
other kinds of extensional complete models, since the conditions in [5] are only
sufficient conditions, a priori. At this stage of our present knowledge it could
even be the case that all the models of the class are complete for F or for Fη.
This is a very drastic conjecture, which is probably false. We make weaker ones,
presenting in particular a candidate for β-completeness. This model, which is a
simplification of the BB-model, fulfills all the conditions given in [5] but is not
extensional.
The interest of trying to answer this latter conjecture is that, whatever the
answer will be, it will force us to better understand completeness, and hopefully
to find less technical conditions than the ones which are proposed in [5] (in the
same sense that Simpson’s paper [34] is progress with respect to Friedman’s one
[13]).
5.1 The square models.
Definition 10 A square-model is a webbed model of the form (Ω, m, m,,
, j, j), where M := (Ω, m,, j) is a reflexive prime web. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition for a reflexive prime web M to give rise to a square-model M2
of F is that Conditions (10,11) hold, since all other conditions are immediately
fulfilled.
Remark 6 In a square model types = Terms and Q = Lambda. The square
models with trivial coherence are exactly those webbed models of F which are
(implicit) models of the calculus of constructions plus “types = kinds” [6].
Remark 7 If M is extensional, then the two conditions (10,11) hold and M2
is extensional ; moreover M2 is extensional only if M is. As noted previously
another case where the conditions hold is when  is trivial.
5.1.1 The graph2-models.
A graph-model of untyped λ-calculus is a reflexive prime web of the form
W := (Ω, j), these models are also called Plotkin-Scott-Engeler’s algebras in
the literature, they are complete lattices, and the most well-known of them are
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Plotkin-Scott’s Pω and Engeler’s E , which is recalled below. Thanks to the
remark above each graph model gives rise to a square-model.
5.1.2 The E2-model.
The simplest model of untyped λ-calculus is Engeler’s and Plotkin’s graph model
E := (Ω, j), where Ω is the least solution of Ω = A ∪ (Ωf × Ω), and j is the
identity injection (inclusion). Here A is a nonempty set of “atoms”, namely of
elements of the underlying set-theoretical universe which are not pairs. Then
E2 is a nonextensional model of F, satisfying :
types = Terms = (P (Ω),⊆), Types = ({P (D) / D ⊆ Ω } ,⊆) .
The interpretation of F -types and F -terms in the E 2-model goes as follows,
using Remark 5 in Section 3.5, which allows dropping the arrows.
Here a always ranges over Ωf , and x over Ω.
|α|ρ ∈ P (Ω)
|σ → τ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ |τ |ρ
}
|∀α.σ|ρ =
{
(a, x) / x ∈ |σ|ρ[α:=a]
}
|xσ|ρ ∈ P (|σ|ρ)
|tσ→τuσ|ρ =
{
x / ∃a ⊆ |u|ρ (a, x) ∈ |t
σ→τ |ρ
}
|λxσ.tτ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ |t
τ |ρ[xσ:=a]
}
∣∣t∀α.στ ∣∣
ρ
=
{
x / ∃a ⊆ |τ |ρ and (a, x) ∈
∣∣t∀α.σ∣∣
ρ
}
|λα.tσ|ρ =
{
(a, x) / x ∈ |tσ|ρ[α:=a]
}
Examples :
|∀α.α|ρ = { (a, x) / x ∈ a}
|∀α.α → α|ρ = { (a, (b, x)) / b ⊆ a and x ∈ a}
|λxσ.xσ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ a
}
|λα.λxα.xα|ρ = { (a, (b, x)) / b ⊆ a and x ∈ b }
|λyσ.λxτ .xτ |ρ =
{
(a, (b, x)) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ , b ⊆ |τ |ρ and x ∈ b
}
Remark 8 If A is infinite, then E2 is a model of F extended with products..
Hint 23: start from a partition of A into two infinite disjoint sets A1 and A2
and from two bijections φ1, φ2 between A and A1 and A and A2. Extend these
bijections to Ω via φ¯i(a, x) := (a, φ¯i(x)). Define Ωi as the range of φ¯i. Then Ω is
the disjoint union of Ω1 and Ω2. We finally define D1 ∗D2 as φ¯
•
1(D1)∪ φ¯
•
2(D2).
This gives rise to an isomorphism ∗ between types×types and types, and clearly
we have P (D1 ∗D2) isomorphic to P (D1)× P (D2).
The proof only depends on a “symmetry” property of the web of E 2 (or
simply E), which can also be directly found in a lot of other models (but not all),
or forced voluntarily during the construction of a model. The way for modelling
23This is similar to a proof given for Scott’s D∞ in [18], which dates back to Scott.
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other constructs can call for more complex webs, but the basic principle is the
same.
5.1.3 The (ext-K)2-models.
A K-model is a reflexive prime web of the form W := (Ω,, j). K-models were
isolated in [18], and are prime algebraic complete lattices. The family includes
in particular Scott’s and Park’s D∞-models. If K is an extensional K-model,
then K2 is an extensional model of F. This is a particular case of the remark
which follows the definition of square models.
Here types = Terms =
(
S↓(Ω),⊆
)
, Types :
({
S↓(D) / D ∈ S↓(Ω)
}
,⊆
)
.
5.2 The BB-model.
Relations m are usually introduced in the continuous semantics to produce so-
lutions of domain equations which have no solution among complete lattices.
This is the case for the BB-model built in [2], whose construction is recalled
below. As already mentioned this model is complete for System Fη (cf. [5]).
Here the web is such that all relations and functions are distinct and nontrivial.
The construction goes as follows ; we divide it into two steps. In the next
example we will drop the second step, taking then the preorders as trivial. We
will then get a simpler model which will enjoy all the main properties of the
BB-model, except extensionality.
First step: definition of Ω, of the coherence relations, and of the
two injections ”j”. We fix a countable set of atoms A = N ∪ L, with N
and L infinite, and we fix ε ∈ A. The elements of A are supposed not to be
pairs or triples. We define two increasing sequences of webs (Ωn, m
n
hom) and
(Ωn, m
n
coh), by induction on n, and two increasing sequences of injections j
n
hom :
Ωhomn,f × Ωn → Ωn+1 and j
n
hcoh : Ω
hcoh
n,f × Ωn → Ωn+1 as follows :
Ω0 = A, the elements of A are pairwise incoherent, the elements of L are
pairwise non-homogeneous, and all other possible pairs of atoms are homoge-
neous. here “pairwise” refer to pairs of distinct elements, in particular m0hom
and m0coh are reflexive.
Ωn+1 = A ∪ (Ω
hom
n,f × Ωn × {ε}) ∪ (Ω
hcoh
n,f × Ωn) (this is a disjoint union)
jnhom(a, x) := (a, x, ε), abbreviated as < a, x > .
jnhcoh is just the identity injection.
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Finally, we define the relations on Ωn+1. If x
′, y′ ∈ Ωn+1 are situated in
two different components, then they are neither homogeneous nor coherent. If
x′, y′ ∈ A, then they are related as in Ω0. We now consider the remaining cases.
For x, y ∈ Ωn and a, b ∈ Ωhomn,f (for < −,− > ) or a, b ∈ Ω
hcoh
n,f (for (−,−) ), we
let :
24A variant, which gives a slightly simpler domain equation for types (and is closer to
the version in [2]) is to take A := N × L and to define (n, l) m
hom
(n′, l′) iff l = l′, and
jn
hcoh
(a, x) := (a, x, ε, ε) instead of (a, x), everything else being unchanged.
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< a, x >mn+1hom< b, y > ⇐⇒ (a m
n
hom b ⇒ x m
n
hom y)
(a, x) mn+1hom (b, y) ⇐⇒ (a m
n
hom b and x m
n
hom y)
(a, x) mn+1coh (b, y) ⇐⇒ (a m
n
coh b ⇒ x m
n
coh y)
< a, x >mn+1coh < b, y > ⇐⇒ (a m
n
hom b ⇒ x m
n
coh y)
Then (Ω, mhom, mcoh, jhom, jhcoh) is taken as the limit, in the obvious sense,
of the obviously increasing sequence above.
Second step : definition of the preorders. These relations, which
will happen to be preorders at the end, are defined as: reflexive, trivial on A,
not relating any two elements which belong to two different components of Ω ;
elsewhere they are defined by induction on n :
< a, x >n+1hom< b, y > ⇐⇒ b 
n
hom a and x 
n
hom y
(a, x) n+1hom (b, y) ⇐⇒ (a, x) = (b, y)
(a, x) n+1coh (b, y) ⇐⇒ b 
n
coh a and x 
n
coh y
< a, x >n+1coh < b, y > ⇐⇒ b 
n
hom a and x 
n
coh y
Then, (Ω, mhom,hom, mcoh,coh, jhom, jhcoh) is easily checked to be an ex-
tensional model for F.
We can note that at the end we have :
Ω = A ∪ (Ωhomf × Ω× {ε}) ∪ (Ω
hcoh
f × Ω).
and that, moreover, if x, y belong to two different components of Ω, then x
and y are neither homogeneous nor coherent. This recursive equation on Ω
corresponds to a subtle recursive domain equation satisfied by types :
types ' (∪l∈L(P (N ∪ {l}))⊕ (types → types)⊕
(
∪
D,D′∈types
P (D ⇒ D′)
)
where ⊕ means that we are taking the disjoint union of the three domains,
except for their bottom elements, which are amalgamated into a single one. The
existence and structure of the first component of types, (namely that it contains
an infinite number of pairwise disjoint and infinite flat domains), together with
the trichotomy of types, allows to define the suitable morphisms C, index, and
case, which ensure the satisfaction of the two last conditions for βη-completeness
given in .
Remark 9 The model satisfies : x hom y ⇒ x coh y ⇒ x mhom y.
The interpretation of F -types and F -terms now goes as follows, using once
more Remark 5 in Section 3.5.
Here a always ranges over Ωhomf or Ω
hcoh
f , and x over Ω.
|α|ρis an homogeneous and ↓hom-closed subset of Ω.
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|σ → τ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ |τ |ρ
}
|∀α.σ|ρ =
{
< a, x > / x ∈ |σ|ρ[α:=↓homa]
}
.
|xσ|ρ is homogeneous and coherent, and is an ↓
|σ|
ρ
coh -closed subset of |σ|ρ.
|tσ→τuσ|ρ =
{
x / ∃a ⊆ |u|ρ (a, x) ∈ |t
σ→τ |ρ
}
|λxσ.tτ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ |t
τ |
ρ[xσ:=↓
|σ|ρ
coh
a]
}
∣∣t∀α.στ ∣∣
ρ
=
{
x / ∃a ⊆ |τ |ρ and < a, x >∈
∣∣t∀α.σ∣∣
ρ
}
|λα.tσ|ρ =
{
< a, x > / x ∈ |t|ρ[α:=↓homa]
}
Examples :
|∀α.α|ρ = { < a, x > / x ∈↓hom a}
|∀α.α → α|ρ = { < a, (b, x) > / b ⊆↓hom a and x ∈↓hom a}
|λxσ.xσ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈↓
|σ|
ρ
coh a
}
|λα.λxα.xα|ρ =
{
< a, (b, x) > / b ⊆↓hom a and x ∈↓
↓homa
coh (b)
}
|λyσ.λxτ .xτ |ρ =
{
(a, (b, x)) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ , b ⊆ |τ |ρ and x ∈↓
|τ |
ρ
coh (b)
}
5.3 A candidate for β-completeness.
As announced in the preceding subsection, we drop the second part of the con-
struction and take two trivial preorders. The model obtained is no longer ex-
tensional, but satisfies all the other properties of the BB-model stated so far,
except for the domain equation on types : even if its web satisfies the same
set-theoretical equation as for the BB-model, we now only have :
types ' (∪l∈L(P (N ∪ {l}))⊕B ⊕
(
∪
D,D′∈types
P (D ⇒ D′)
)
where (types → types) is a retract of B 25.
The interpretation of terms is much easier in it since we can now even drop
all the internal ↓ in the formulas above, and we get :
|α|ρis any homogeneous subset of Ω.
|σ → τ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ |τ |ρ
}
25In fact B = Phom(Ωhom
f
×Ω), is the set of all the homogeneous subsets of Ωhom
f
×Ω, while
types → types = Shom(Ωhom
f
× Ω) is only the set of those subsets which are furthermore
↓hom-closed: even if we start from a trivial preorder on a web W, the induced preorder on
W V W will not be trivial ! Now, we are faced with two domains whose webs have the form
(Ωhom
f
× Ω, mhom,) and (Ω
hom
f
× Ω, mhom,=) respectively; in this case identity is trivially
a morphism of webs and not an isomorphism, hence types → types is a proper retract of B,
as stated.
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|∀α.σ|ρ =
{
< a, x > / x ∈ |σ|ρ[α:=a]
}
.
|xσ|ρ is a coherent subset of |σ|ρ .
|tσ→τuσ|ρ =
{
x / ∃a ⊆ |u|ρ (a, x) ∈ |t
σ→τ |ρ
}
|λxσ.tτ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ |t
σ|ρ[xσ:=a]
}
∣∣t∀α.στ ∣∣
ρ
=
{
x / ∃a ⊆ |τ |ρ and < a, x >∈
∣∣t∀α.σ∣∣
ρ
}
|λα.tσ|ρ =
{
< a, x > / x ∈ |t|ρ[α:=a]
}
Examples :
|∀α.α|ρ = { < a, x > / x ∈ a}
|∀α.α → α|ρ = { < a, (b, x) > / b ⊆ a and x ∈ a}
|λxσ.xσ |ρ =
{
(a, x) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ and x ∈ a
}
|λα.λxα.xα|ρ = { < a, (b, x) > / b ⊆ a and x ∈ b}
|λyσ.λxτ .xτ |ρ =
{
(a, (b, x)) / a ⊆ |σ|ρ , b ⊆ |τ |ρ and x ∈ b
}
..
Conjecture 11 This model is complete for F.
(Hint. The first thing to do would be to check whether the proof of [5] proves
more generally that the theory of any polymax model which satisfies the com-
pleteness conditions is included in Fη.)
A still simpler model would be obtained by starting from the trivial homo-
geneity and coherence relations on A. But then we get all of P (A) as the first
component of types, and hence lose the evident way to construct adequate mor-
phisms C, index, and case to fulfill the last “completeness conditions” of [5] (cf.
section 7). The equational theory of this model would also be of interest.
5.4 A candidate for being an intermediate model.
By an intermediate model we mean a model M such that F ⊂
6=
Th(M) ⊂
6=
Fη,
where Th(M) denotes the equational theory of M.
We simply do the same construction as for the BB-model, but start with an
extra atom ω that we suppose all along to be coherent and homogeneous with
everybody. We then get a model such that X ⇒ Y ' (X → Y )⊥, where Z⊥
denotes the “‘lifted” domain obtained by adding a new bottom element under
the old one ; similarly, Q(F ) ' (types →F Terms)⊥ and the model is hence
clearly nonextensional.
More precisely, it is easy to check that, at the level of webs, each element u of
XD⇒D′ is either the empty set or of the form u = lmdD,D′(f). In the first case
aplD,D′(u)(v) = u = ? for all v, and in the second case aplD,D′(u) = f . From
this observation and from the formulas defining the interpretation of terms in
Section 2.3 we deduce that for all tσ→τ and for all xσ not free in tσ→τ , we have
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|λxσ.tσ→τxσ|ρ is either |t
σ→τ |ρ or |λx
σ.?|ρ . Similarly we have
∣∣λα.t∀α.σα∣∣
ρ
is
either
∣∣t∀α.σ∣∣
ρ
or |λα.?|ρ .
Conjecture 12 This model is intermediate or all the models of the family are
complete, either for F or for Fη.
6 There is no stable analogue.
We explain here why there is no analogue of our class of models in the stable
semantics. The following argument assumes that the reader is familiar with the
stable semantics of simply typed calculus. In fact we can even assume, without
loss of generality, that we are working with the c.c.c. of coherent spaces and
stable functions (this background can be found in the first part of [16]). We
just recall that a coherent space is a binary prime algebraic Scott domain whose
web W is of the form (D, m), where m is reflexive and symetric (working with
trivial preorders is more innocent in the stable semantics than in the continuous
one). This c.c.c. will hence be our Univ here. The natural thing in the coherent
semantics is to encode a stable function f between two spaces of web W, W ′,
by means of its “stable trace” Trs(f), which is defined by:
TrsW,W ′(f) :=
{
(a, x) ∈ Dmf ×D
′ / a minimal such that x ∈ f(a)
}
It follows easily from this definition that, if (a, x) and (b, y) are in some stable
trace, then:
a m b and x = y imply a = b (*)
Suppose now that we want to make a construction similar to that of the previous
sections. Then, the web of a “stable webbed model of F” would be of the form
(Ω, mhom, mcoh, jhom, jhcoh), satisfying (only) four conditions, namely (5) and
the variants of conditions (3,7, 8) where in the righthandside (*) is furthermore
required (with respect to mhomor mcoh).
types is now the set of homogeneous subsets D of Ω, ordered by inclusion,
and each such D gives rise to the coherent space (D, mDcoh). Furthermore Q, AP,
Terms, ⇒, apl, lbd, Lambda and Appl, can be defined, in such a way that for
Q, lbd and Lambda are defined as before, except that we replace Tr by Trs.
One can already note here that there would be no square models since (3,5)
are obviously incompatible when jhom = jcoh, but the fact that there is no model
at all follows from remarks of a less technical kind. The first one is that Lambda
could no more induce morphisms LambdaF from types →F Terms to Q(F ). In
fact this would imply Lambda(f) ⊆ Q(F ) for all f ∈ HomF (types, T erms), as
in the continuous case; but here this implies that Trs(f) ⊆ Trs(F ) (since jhom
is injective), which is a drastic condition. In fact this is equivalent to f ≤s F
, where ≤sis Berry’s order (see [16])26. In particular it is easy to check that
it forces f to be constant if F is constant. In other words our model, if any,
26This comparison makes sense since Terms ⊆ types, hence f can also be viewed as be-
longing to Hom(types, types).
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would satisfy Axiom C (and hence would not be polymax). We would also be
happy with this, since models of FC are also interesting, and we could decide
to define HomF (types, T erms) by keeping only those f ∈ Hom(types, T erms)
which are such that f ≤s F (**). In this case (Lambda, Appl) induces good
retraction pairs (LamdaF , ApplF ), but unfortunately we do not have a model,
because (**) is not robust enough to allow us to prove Lemma 3 (the failure
shows up when tσ is uτ→σvτ ).
7 Miscellaneous.
7.1 Testing the conditions for completeness.
The conditions for completeness presented in [5] divide into two groups. The first
group is very easy to satisfy if Univ is Scott’s c.c.c. The second group consists of
five conditions including : properties 5,6 in Section 2.2 (left-invertibility of Q and
existence of a trace function), which are true in all our models, and the (quasi)
left-invertibility of ⇒, which will be true in many of them ; the two remaining
conditions, which include the existence of a case function discriminating over
types, happen to be rather easy to force in the present setting, and the BB-
model happens to be the most natural model which satisfies them.
About the trace function. The trace “function” j ∈ ∀D.∀D′.(D ⇒ D′)
is defined on types× types by : j(D)(D′)(u) =↓D
′
coh (u ∩ D
′), and can then be
raised to Types× Types.
About the (quasi) left invertibility of ⇒. Since E empty implies D ⇒
E empty for all D, ⇒ cannot be really left invertible. So, we define : a (quasi)
left inverse for ⇒ is a pair (P1, P2) of morphisms in Hom(types, types), such
that P1(D ⇒ E) = D if E is nonempty, and ∅ otherwise, and P2(D ⇒ E) = E
(always). Note that this could not happen in a stable semantics since P1 cannot
be stable.
But in our continuous class two further conditions are sufficient to ensure
that ⇒ is (quasi) left invertible, namely: condition (12) below and the converse
of (5). They are for example fulfilled if mhom and hom are trivial, that is to
say when (Whom, jhom) is a graph model. The BB-model also fulfills them and
other examples are given below.
The natural thing is to take :
P1(D) := ↓hom { y ∈ Ω / ∃x jhcoh({y} , x) ∈ D}
P2(D) := ↓hom
{
x ∈ Ω / ∃a ∈ Ωhcohf jhcoh(a, x) ∈ D
}
Then P1(D) and P2(D) are homogeneous provided the converse of (5) holds,
and it is then obvious that P1 and P2 are continuous.
P2(D ⇒ D′) = D′ is clear.
P1(D ⇒ D′) = ∅ if D′ is empty is clear,
P1(D ⇒ D′) ⊇ D is clear, if D′ is nonempty
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but the converse calls for some extra property, namely that, for all a, b ∈ Ωhcohf
and x, y ∈ Ω,
jhcoh(a, x) hom jhcoh(b, y) =⇒ (a, x) = (b, y) (12)
(otherwise P1(∅ ⇒ D′) may be nonempty, for example).
Example 13 These two further conditions are satisfied by E2, and more gen-
erally by all graph2-models, and also by the BB-model and by the candidate
model of section 5.3. They are not satisfied by any of the (ext-K)2-models. In
particular these conditions are independent from extensionality.
About the existence of a case function on types. We mentioned
in the introduction that the BB-model has a case function which is able to
discriminate over types, and can in particular distinguish whether a nontrivial
semantic type is some Q(F ) or some X ⇒ Y. Such a function does not exist in
all our continuous models. For example it does not exists in models such that
Q is onto; to obtain such a model it is enough to choose Whom such that types
is an extensional model of untyped λ-calculus.
7.2 Comparison with the u.r. models.
Univ is the category of Scott domains, or complete lattices in some cases,
and continuous functions. First one fixes a reflexive object (M, q, ap) of Univ,
namely a model of untyped λ-calculus in this category. Then, we let c ∈ M be
the code in M of a universal finitary retraction [24],[32], or a universal finitary
projection [1], or a universal closure [31],[23]. In the stable semantics all retrac-
tions are finitary and c can be taken as the code of any 27 universal (stable)
retraction [4].
The necessary background and the missing proofs below can be found in [7],
which surveys the preceding works.
For all u.r. models we take :
Terms := M .
types := { cu / u ∈ M}, ordered by the restriction of the order on M, say
6, is a Scott domain. The elements of types are hence all the retractions of M
which belong to the class for which c is universal.
Types := { rM / r ∈ types } . All r’s are finitary, hence each rM is a Scott
domain, when ordered with the restriction of the order on M, and is a sub p.o.
of Terms.
Thus “r” plays the role of “D” and “rM” that of XD, in the definition of
polymax models
Remark. When c is a universal finitary projection (Types,⊆) is isomorphic to
(types, 6). When c is a universal closure (Types,⊇) is isomorphic to (types, 6).
27Universal projections or closures are necessarily unique, but there is an infinite number
of universal retractions, at least in the stable semantics (cf. [17]).
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However, when c is a universal finitary retraction, r 7→ rM is not 1-1, and there
is no way to put an order on Types which would make Types an homomorphic
image of types. This justifies the choice of a more general variant of the definition
of polymax in the present paper.
Notations. In the following q(f) is also denoted by λx.f(x), for f ∈ Hom(M, M),
and ap(u)(v) is simply noted uv. Finally “◦” denotes as well composition of func-
tions or of their codes, following usual abbreviations in λ-calculus.
r ⇒ r′ := λz.r′ ◦ z ◦ r , for r, r′ ∈ types.
Q(F ) := λz.λx.(F (cx) ◦ z ◦ c)x , for F ∈ Hom(types, types).
Lambda(f) := λx.f(cx), for f ∈ Hom(types, T erms).
Appl(u)(r) := ur (i.e. Appl := ap).
lbdr,r′(f) := λx.r
′(f(rx)), for f ∈ Hom(rM, r′M).
aplr,r′(u) := x ∈ rM 7→ r
′(ux), for u ∈ Terms and r ∈ types.
An amazing observation. All u.r. models give rise to extensional models
of F, even if we started from a nonextensional model of untyped λ-calculus.
To support this claim we just have to check that for all r, r ′ we have (lbdr,r′ ◦
aplr,r′)(u) = u for all u ∈ (r ⇒ r′)M and that (Lambda ◦ Appl)(u) = u for all
u ∈ Q(F ) and all F, which is easily done (using in particular that u = λx.ux
for all retraction u).
In particular this shows that the webbed model E 2 is definitely different from
the u.r. models of F built over E (in the next paragraph we will compare the
interpretations of a simple term in these models). Finally we suspect that Q is
not left-invertible in u.r. models of F, in contrast with webbed models.
Comparing the interpretations of λα.λxα.xα in the continuous u.r. mod-
els based over Engeler’s model E , with its interpretation in E 2, namely :
|λα.λxα.xα| = { (a, (b, x)) / b ⊆ a and x ∈ b } .
The interpretation of this term in any u.r. model based on E (see [7, p.76])
is :
|λα.λxα.xα| = |λx.λy.cxy| = c, where the second member is the interpre-
tation in E of a closed term of untyped λ-calculus with parameter c. From the
equation on the left, and from the usual interpretation of untyped terms in E ,
we deduce :
|λα.λxα.xα| = { (a, (b, x)) / x ∈ cab }
= (a, (b, x)) / ∃a′ ⊆ a ∃b′ ⊆ b (a′, (b′, x)) ∈ c }.
These two interpretations of λα.λxα.xα are necessarily different : otherwise
u 7→ cau would not even be monotone, since for a, b finite one would have cab = b
if b ⊆ a and cab = ? otherwise.
That our interpretation is simpler than the u.r. one can easily be seen when
interpreting more complex terms, or simply by comparing the interpretations of
“→ ”.
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7.3 Are all the conditions defining F -webs necessary ?
Most of our eleven conditions are obviously necessary for building models in the
line we did. There are only three conditions which were less natural, namely
conditions (4), which requires that hom should be included in coh, and con-
ditions (11,10). These three conditions were used for proving that Appl and
Lambda could generate a family of retraction pairs allowing us to interpret ab-
stractions over type-variables and application of a polymorphic term to a type
(Proposition 9). Conditions (11,10) are also obviously linked to the fact that
we encode Q and Lambda via their traces, while condition (4) was also useful
for building Terms. We focus now on this last use of (4).
The operator S presented in section 3 is well suited to build the domain
Types as well as its elements, but it is only because we added condition (4),
that we could use it for building Terms. This condition is of no direct need
for modeling F. We could avoid it by building Terms via a variant of S, called
S◦ below. However we did not push however the computations far enough to
be able to claim that we would really have a model at the end, that is to say
that we could really get completely rid of condition (4). It is already clear that
suppressing it leads to technical difficulties.
For the reader interested in eliminating (4) we give below the definition of
S◦, preceded by some preliminaries.
A closure is any continuous function cl on P (D), D any set, such that
cl2(a) = cl(a) and cl(a) ⊇ a for all a ⊆ D. An example of a closure is the ↓
defined above from a preorder  on D, which we will consider as the canonical
closure associated with  . Suppose now that  is the intersection of two pre-
orders 1 and 2, and let ↓1 and ↓2 be their canonical closures ; then, besides
the canonical closure associated with  there is another one, namely ⇓ defined
by : ⇓ a :=↓1 a∩ ↓2 a. It is worth noting that ⇓-closed subsets of D are ↓-closed,
and that ⇓ and ↓ do coincide on singletons, and that they coincide everywhere
in the case where one of the preorders refines the other one.
Suppose now that W := (D, m,), where m:=m1 ∩ m2 and :=1 ∩ 2,
and W1 := (D, m1,1) and W2 := (D, m2,2) are two prime webs. Then W
is a prime web but from W we can now define two prime algebraic domains :
namely S(W ) and S◦(W ), where S◦(W ) is the set of ⇓-closed elements of S(W ),
ordered by inclusion.
S◦(W ) and S(W ) are very similar. We have that S◦(W ) ⊆ S(W ) and the
former domain is a retract of the second one (via ⇓) ; both domains admit the
same prime elements, namely the sets of the form ⇓ {x} =↓ {x} , and in both
domains each element a is the union and the sup of the prime elements below
it ; the only difference is that S(W ) is closed under all unions, while S◦(W )
is only closed under directed unions, hence sup is not union in S ◦(W ) (but is
union for directed sets of subsets).
Finally, the two constructions coincide when 1 refines 2 .
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